
ACADEMIC WRITING COMICS STRUCTURE

Comics studies is an academic field that focuses on comics and sequential art. Although approaches comics critically as
an artâ€”and the writing of comics historiography (the study of the history of comics). used tools from linguistics to detail
the theoretical structure of comics' underlying "visual language", and has also.

Write as many drafts as you can before the writing deadline. London and New York: I. We need to articulate a
rigorous pluralismâ€”self-aware, synthetic, and questioningâ€”if the field is to flourish. New Haven: Yale
University Press,  The biggest one is that in a comic there isn't a director though the author or artist can fill
that role depending on how you work together. In any case, comics studies, to thrive, must find a stable
conceptual basis that is in no way interchangeable with conventional disciplinarity. Collaboration based on
awareness of our differences can help us bring cohesiveness to a field that, by its nature, will never fit tidily
inside one set of disciplinary boundary lines. Granted, such differences may not always be experienced as
open conflict, they can and do lead to confusion and misunderstanding. There is a reason that I letter my own
comic. If part of the attraction of comics study lies in the comics themselves, another part surely lies in the
way comics can potentially force us out of our ossified habits and get us to reconsider some of the
fundamental assumptions of our disciplines. I do not believe most comics scholars in the academy would
characterize the field in terms of open conflict. This mis understanding of cultural studies, I would argue, is
problematic for comics, since responsible study of comics and comics-reading demands at least some minimal
understanding of the aesthetic and formal dimensions of comic art, areas that, until the past fifteen years or so,
have been woefully under-served by academia. It breaks down both the broad and the detailed into easy to
understand pieces. Increasingly, the exclusionary force of definitions is being challenged. In a movie the
majority of the camera work and shots are set up by the director. We ought to ask, what kind or kinds of
interdisciplinary work does comics studies practice, or have the potential to practice? There are some 3-issue
minis out there as well as the rare 7 or 8-issue series. Beaty and Hatfield, n. Whatever you do, write more than
one draft. First and foremost, I would suggest identifying what kind of book best fits your idea. Mini-Series: A
mini-series is also exactly what it sounds like. The numbers would break down like this: Number of story
pages per book excluding covers, afterwords etc. The Comics Journal Jan. Certainly the thrust of their
questioning has nothing to do with casting doubt on the artistic importance of comics. Devitt, people use
genres to do things in the world social action and purpose and [â€¦] these ways of acting become typified
through occurring under what is [sic] perceived as recurring circumstances. My point is that comics study
within English studies represents both a point of negotiation between English and other disciplines and a point
of contestation in English studies itself. Reading great comics can teach you all kinds of things about how
much text works on a page, what kind of visuals might be a good fit for your story, and perhaps most
importantly, pacing. The medium is comics. If the artist is really good with that sort of thing it might be better
to leave it a bit vague and let them work it out. While there is certainly a deluge of information out there,
much of it bad, some of it is also very good. Comics have other issues that you will need to think about. On
this one point Deleuze and Guattari and the disciplinary police concur: it is necessary to hold onto some sense
of identificatory specialization, for otherwise knowledge-claims would be reduced to utter relativism. This is
not to say that comics studies is necessarily a subfield of word and image studies, but simply that comics
studies overlaps, can inform, and can learn from word and image studies. In order to reach critical mass
intellectually and professionally, comics studies has had to take a multidisciplinary perspective, yet the
overlap and tension between the various participating disciplines has not yet led to a concerted discussion,
much less a coherent model, of interdisciplinarity. How might the interdisciplinary potential of comics studies
be described? Said model, or mode of reflection, encourages a self-reflexive awareness of the very principles
of knowledge production. The first collects an arc from an ongoing run, and packages it as one volume. The
cards can be moved around and reorganized as much as you want. Such moves are, I submit, prerequisite to
gaining a more secure institutional footing for and raising standards in comics studies. But if you are writing a
story for the first time this can be pretty helpful to break up a story in these acts.


